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Abstract: The problem of constructing a minimally resolved phylogenetic supertree (i.e., a rooted
tree having the smallest possible number of internal nodes) that contains all of the rooted triplets from
a consistent set R is known to be NP-hard. In this article, we prove that constructing a phylogenetic
tree consistent with R that contains the minimum number of additional rooted triplets is also NP-hard,
and develop exact, exponential-time algorithms for both problems. The new algorithms are applied to
construct two variants of the local consensus tree; for any set S of phylogenetic trees over some leaf
label set L, this gives a minimal phylogenetic tree over L that contains every rooted triplet present in all
trees in S, where “minimal” means either having the smallest possible number of internal nodes or the
smallest possible number of rooted triplets. (The second variant generalizes the RV-II tree, introduced
by Kannan et al. in 1998.) We also measure the running times and memory usage in practice of the
new algorithms for various inputs. Finally, we use our implementations to experimentally investigate
the non-optimality of Aho et al.’s well-known BUILD algorithm from 1981 when applied to the local
consensus tree problems considered here.
Keywords: Phylogenetic tree; rooted triplet; local consensus; minimal supertree; algorithms;
computational complexity

1. Introduction
Phylogenetic trees are used to describe evolutionary relationships between species [12]. Numerous methods for reconstructing and comparing phylogenetic trees have been developed, fine-tuned
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to different applications and different types of input data [12, 30]. The supertree approach is a relatively new divide-and-conquer-based technique for reconstructing phylogenetic trees that may be
useful when dealing with very large datasets [5]. The general idea behind it is to first infer a set of
highly accurate trees for overlapping subsets of the species (e.g., using a computationally expensive
method such as maximum likelihood [10, 12]) and then combine all the trees into one tree according
to some well-defined rule. An example of a famous phylogenetic supertree for more than 4500 species
can be found in [6]; see also [5, 16] for references to many other supertrees in the biological literature. One class of supertree methods consists of the BUILD algorithm [2] and its various extensions [11, 14, 15, 19, 25–28, 31] for combining a set of rooted triplets (binary phylogenetic trees with
three leaves each), e.g., inferred by the method in [10].
A consensus tree [1, 8, 22] can be regarded as the special case of a phylogenetic supertree where all
the trees that are to be combined have the same leaf label set. Such inputs arise when a collection of
alternative datasets, each covering all the species, is available, or when applying bootstrapping or different tree reconstruction algorithms to the same basic dataset [12]. A consensus tree can also measure
the similarity between two identically leaf-labeled trees or identify parts of trees that are similar. Many
different types of consensus trees, whose formal definitions of how to handle conflicts differ, have been
proposed in the last 45 years. See the surveys in [8], Chapter 30 in [12], and Chapter 8.4 in [30] for
more details about different consensus trees and their advantages and disadvantages, and [20, 21] for
some recent algorithmic results.
In situations where more than one phylogenetic tree can explain some given experimental data
equally well, it is natural to select a “minimal” tree that supports the data while making as few extra
statements about the evolutionary history as possible. A minimally resolved phylogenetic supertree [18]
is a supertree that is consistent with all of the input and that has the minimum number of internal nodes.
By minimizing the number of internal nodes, the risk of creating false groupings called “spurious
novel clades” [5] is reduced. Furthermore, such a tree gives a simpler overview of the data than a
tree with many internal nodes and can in general be stored in less memory. This makes it easier for
scientists to exchange information. Another way to define “minimal” above, giving what we call a
minimally rooted-triplet-inducing phylogenetic supertree, instead requires that the supertree contains
the minimum number of rooted triplets. This interpretation of minimal was previously considered in
the definition of the RV-II local consensus tree in [22].
There are a few misunderstandings about minimal phylogenetic supertrees in the literature. The goal
of this article is to correct these issues, to further develop the underlying mathematical framework, and
to design new supertree algorithms that can also be applied to the construction of consensus trees. The
algorithms presented here have been implemented and are publicly available.
1.1. Problem Definitions
A rooted phylogenetic tree is a rooted, unordered, leaf-labeled tree in which all leaf labels are
different and every internal node has at least two children. For example, T 1 and T 2 in figure 1 are two
rooted phylogenetic trees. In this article, rooted phylogenetic trees are referred to as “trees” and every
leaf in a tree is identified with its unique label.
Let T be a tree. The set of all nodes in T , the set of internal nodes in T , and the set of leaves in T are
denoted by V(T ), µ(T ), and Λ(T ), respectively. For any u, v ∈ V(T ), if u is a descendant of v and u , v
then we write u ≺ v. The lowest common ancestor of u and v, or lca(u, v) for short, is the node w such
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Figure 1. An example. Let S = {T 1 , T 2 } as above with Λ(T 1 ) = Λ(T 2 ) = {a, b, c, d, e, f, g}.
Then r(T 1 ) ∩ r(T 2 ) = {ab|e, ab| f, ab|g, cd|e, cd| f, cd|g, e f |a, e f |b, e f |c, e f |d, e f |g} and T 2
is an optimal solution to MinRLC. On the other hand, |r(T 1 )| = 15 while |r(T 2 )| = 23, so T 2
cannot be an optimal solution to MinILC.
that both u and v are descendants of w and w ≺ x holds for every other node x which is an ancestor of
both u and v.
A rooted triplet is a binary tree with exactly three leaves. We use the notation xy|z to refer to the
rooted triplet with leaf label set {x, y, z} such that lca(x, y) ≺ lca(x, z) = lca(y, z). Let T be a tree. For
any x, y, z ∈ Λ(T ), if lca(x, y) ≺ lca(x, z) = lca(y, z) holds in T then the rooted triplet xy|z and T are said
to be consistent with each other. For example, ab|c is consistent with T 1 but not with T 2 in figure 1.
Observe that for any {x, y, z} ⊆ Λ(T ), exactly zero or one of the three rooted triplets xy|z, xz|y, and yz|x
is consistent with T . The set of all rooted triplets that are consistent with T is denoted by r(T ). For
any set R of rooted triplets, if R ⊆ r(T ) then R and T are consistent with each other. Finally, a set R of
rooted triplets is consistent if there exists a tree that is consistent with R.
Next, we give the definitions of the minimally resolved phylogenetic supertree consistent with rooted
triplets problem (MinRS) (studied in [18]) and the minimally rooted-triplet-inducing phylogenetic supertree consistent with rooted triplets problem (MinIS). In both problems, the input is a consistent
S
set R of rooted triplets∗ , and the output is a tree T satisfying Λ(T ) = t∈R Λ(t) and R ⊆ r(T ). The
objectives are to minimize the value of |µ(T )| (for MinRS) and to minimize the value of |r(T )| (for
MinIS), respectively.
In the minimally resolved local consensus tree problem (MinRLC) and the minimally rooted-tripletinducing local consensus tree problem (MinILC) (introduced in [22] for the special case k = 2), the
input is a set S = {T 1 , T 2 , . . . , T k } of trees with Λ(T 1 ) = Λ(T 2 ) = . . . = Λ(T k ) = L for some leaf label
T
set L, and the output is a tree T satisfying Λ(T ) = L and ki=1 r(T i ) ⊆ r(T ). The objectives in MinRLC
and MinILC are, respectively, to minimize the value of |µ(T )| and to minimize the value of |r(T )|.
Note that MinRLC and MinILC admit polynomial-time reductions to MinRS and MinIS, respecT
tively, by setting R = ki=1 r(T i ).
See figure 1 for a simple example showing that MinRLC and MinILC are indeed different problems, and consequently, that MinRS is different from MinIS. From here on, we will use Newick
notation to describe trees compactly. E.g., in figure 1, we have T 1 = ((a, b), (c, d), (e, f ), g);
and T 2 = ((a, b, c, d), (e, f ), g);. (For details about Newick notation, the reader is referred to
http://evolution.genetics.washington.edu/phylip/newicktree.html.)
Throughout the article, the size of the input to MinRS/MinIS is expressed in terms of k = |R| and
∗

This article assumes without loss of generality that the input R to MinRS/MinIS is consistent. The reason is that given an arbitrary R,
one can check whether R is consistent or not in polynomial time using the BUILD algorithm [2] described below.
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n = |L|, where L =
. . . = Λ(T k ).

S
t∈R

Λ(t). For MinRLC/MinILC, k = |S| and n = |L|, where L = Λ(T 1 ) = Λ(T 2 ) =

1.2. Previous Work
Here, we give an overview of some relevant results from the literature.
BUILD: Aho et al. [2] presented a polynomial-time algorithm called BUILD for determining if an
S
input set R of rooted triplets is consistent, and if so, constructing a tree T with Λ(T ) = t∈R Λ(t) and
R ⊆ r(T ). (When the input R is not consistent, one can for example look for a tree T that maximizes
|r(T ) ∩ R|; cf. Section 2 in [9] for a survey on this problem variant.) BUILD is summarized in
Section 2.1 below. Henzinger et al. [16] gave a faster implementation of BUILD, and substituting the
data structure for dynamic graph connectivity used in the proof of Theorem 1 in [16] by the one in [32]
S
log2 n
yields a time complexity of min{O(n + k log
), O(k + n2 log n)}, where k = |R| and n = | t∈R Λ(t)|.
log n
Importantly, BUILD does not solve MinRS and MinIS. This was first observed by Bryant [7, Section 2.5.2], who gave the following counterexample: R = {bc|a, bd|a, e f |a, eg|a}. Given R as input,
BUILD constructs the tree T B = (a, (b, c, d), (e, f, g));, which has three internal nodes and 24 rooted
triplets. In contrast, the optimal solution to both MinRS and MinIS is the tree T O = (a, (b, c, d, e, f, g));,
which has two internal nodes and 15 rooted triplets. As pointed out in [18], the claim by Henzinger
et al. in [16] that their Algorithm A’ always constructs a minimal tree is therefore false. In another
highly cited article, Ng and Wormald [25] presented an extension of BUILD named OneTree to socalled fans; however, Note 2 in Section 4 of [25] incorrectly states that OneTree outputs a tree with the
minimum number of nodes. Finally, the authors of the textbook [17] seem to have been unaware of
Bryant’s example, as p. 302 of [17] says it is not known if the tree output by BUILD always contains
the minimum number of rooted triplets.
MinRS: For MinRS, the following strong negative result is known: MinRS cannot be approximated
within n1− for any constant  > 0 in polynomial time, unless P = NP [18]. An algorithm named
AllMinTrees in [26] outputs all minor-minimal trees consistent with R, where a tree T is minor-minimal
if it is consistent with R and it is not possible to obtain a tree consistent with R by contracting any edges
of T , and this algorithm can be used to solve MinRS. However, it runs in Ω(( n2 )n/2 ) time [18], which
is self-exponential in n/2. Some special cases of MinRS can be solved in polynomial time; e.g., if the
output tree has at most three internal nodes or if it is a caterpillar (a tree in which every node has at
most one child that is an internal node) [18]. Also, for any positive integer p, if every node in the output
tree has at most p children which are internal nodes then MinRS can be solved in pO(n) time [18].
MinIS: To determine the computational complexity of MinIS was listed as an open problem in Section 6 in [18]. As far as we know, it has not been studied previously.
T
MinRLC, MinILC, and local consensus trees: Finding a tree T that satisfies ki=1 r(T i ) ⊆ r(T ) is
trivial since one can just select T = T 1 , but imposing additional conditions makes the output more
informative and meaningful. MinRLC and MinILC provide two natural ways to do it. The MinILC
problem originates from Kannan et al. [22], who gave several alternative definitions of a “local consensus tree”. They called a tree T an RV-II (“relaxed version II”) tree of two trees T 1 and T 2 with
identical leaf label sets if r(T 1 ) ∩ r(T 2 ) ⊆ r(T ) and |r(T )| is minimized. Thus, an RV-II tree is a solution
to MinILC when k = 2. In Section 5.4 of [22], the authors suggested that applying BUILD to the set
AIMS Medical Science
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Problem
MinRS
MinRLC
MinIS
MinILC

Positive result
Negative result
n
O(2.733 ) time
NP-hard
(Theorem 1, Section 3)
(Theorem 3.3 in [18])
O(kn3 + 2.733n ) time
NP-hard
(Corollary 1, Section 3)
(Theorem 3, Section 5)
O∗ (4n ) time
NP-hard
(Theorem 2, Section 4)
(Corollary 4, Section 6)
3
n
O(kn + 4 · poly(n)) time
NP-hard
(Corollary 2, Section 3)
(Theorem 4, Section 6)

Table 1. Overview of the computational complexity of the four studied problems.
r(T 1 ) ∩ r(T 2 ) always produces an RV-II tree, but this is not correct. A counterexample, analogous to the
one for MinRS and MinIS above, is obtained by letting T 1 and T 2 be the two trees T B and T O , which
gives r(T 1 ) ∩ r(T 2 ) = {bc|a, bd|a, cd|a, e f |a, eg|a, f g|a}. Then, BUILD’s output is T B but this cannot
be a solution to MinRLC or MinILC because T O has fewer internal nodes and fewer rooted triplets
T
than T B . This shows that one cannot solve MinRLC/MinILC by taking R = ki=1 r(T i ) and applying
BUILD directly.
In the consensus tree survey by Bryant [8], “the local consensus tree” is defined as the output of
T
BUILD when given ki=1 r(T i ) as input. The algorithm in Section 5.4.1 of [22] constructs such a tree
in O(n2 ) time for the case k = 2, while the O(kn3 )-time algorithm in Theorem 7 in [16] by Henzinger
et al. can be used for unbounded k. The advantages of Bryant’s BUILD-based local consensus tree are
that it is unique and can be computed efficiently. The disadvantages are that it does not minimize the
number of nodes or induced rooted triplets and that it is defined in terms of the output of an algorithm
and not axiomatically.
1.3. New Results and Organization of the Article
Section 2 reviews the BUILD algorithm from [2] and an enlightening result by Semple in [26] that
characterizes√all trees consistent with the input R. Based on Semple’s characterization, Section 3 gives
an O∗ ((1 + 3)n ) = O(2.733n )-time algorithm† for MinRS and an O(kn3 + 2.733n )-time algorithm for
MinRLC. Section 4 then describes an O∗ (4n )-time algorithm for MinIS and an O(kn3 + 4n · poly(n))time algorithm for MinILC. All four problems are NP-hard; MinRS was shown to be NP-hard in [18],
and we complement this result by establishing the NP-hardness of MinRLC in Section 5 and the NPhardness of MinIS and MinILC in Section 6. See Table 1 for a summary of the theoretical results.
Next, Section 7 presents a publicly available implementation of our algorithms and experimental
results demonstrating how the running times and memory usage increase as the inputs grow larger.
Equipped with these implementations, in Section 8 we then investigate a fundamental question: Is
Bryant’s BUILD-based local consensus tree (see Section 1.2), which can be computed in polynomial
time, a good approximation to MinRLC and MinILC? Our experiments indicate that although the
former is not optimal most of the time even for small randomly generated inputs (e.g., for k = 4
and n = 12), the ratio between the number of internal nodes or the number of rooted triplets in the
†

The notation O∗ ( f (n)) means O( f (n) · poly(n)).
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BUILD-based local consensus tree and in an optimal solution is not far from 1 on average for small
inputs.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Aho et al.’s BUILD Algorithm [2]
The BUILD algorithm [2] is a recursive, top-down algorithm that takes as input a set R of rooted
S
triplets and a leaf label set L such that t∈R Λ(t) ⊆ L and outputs a tree T with Λ(T ) = L that is
consistent with all of the rooted triplets in R, if such a tree exists; otherwise, it outputs fail. The time
complexity of BUILD is polynomial (q.v., Section 1.2).
A summary of how BUILD works is given here. It first partitions the leaf label set L into blocks
according to the information contained in R. More precisely, BUILD constructs an auxiliary graph,
defined as the undirected graph G(L) = (L, E) where for any x, y ∈ L, the edge {x, y} belongs to E
if and only if R contains at least one rooted triplet of the form xy|z with z ∈ L. It then computes
the connected components in G(L) and assigns the leaf labels in each connected component to one
block. (Henceforth, the set of leaf labels belonging to any connected component C in G(L) is denoted
by Λ(C), and for every L0 ⊆ L, we define R|L0 = {t ∈ R : Λ(t) ⊆ L0 }.) Next, for each block Λ(C),
BUILD builds a tree TC by calling itself recursively using R|Λ(C) together with Λ(C) as input. Finally,
BUILD returns a tree consisting of a newly created root node whose children are the roots of all the
recursively constructed TC -trees. The recursion’s base case is when the leaf label set consists of one
element x, in which case the algorithm just returns a tree with a single leaf labeled by x. If any auxiliary
graph G(L0 ) constructed during BUILD’s execution has only one connected component and |L0 | > 1
holds then the algorithm terminates and outputs fail. See, e.g., [2] for the correctness proof and further
details.
Returning to the example in Section 1.2 where we had R = {bc|a, bd|a, e f |a, eg|a} and L =
{a, b, c, d, e, f, g}, the blocks in the auxiliary graph G(L) are {a}, {b, c, d}, and {e, f, g}. The auxiliary graphs on the successive recursive levels contain no edges, so BUILD outputs the tree
(a, (b, c, d), (e, f, g));.
2.2. Semple’s Characterization
In [26], Semple clarified the relationship between the auxiliary graph G(L) used in the BUILD
algorithm and the trees consistent with R. For any tree T , define π(T ) as the partition of Λ(T )
whose parts are the leaves in the different subtrees attached to the root of T . As an example,
π(T 1 ) = {{a, b}, {c, d}, {e, f }, {g}} in figure 1. With this notation, Semple’s characterization can be
expressed as:
Lemma 1. (Corollary 3.3 in [26]) Let T be any tree that is consistent with R. For each connected
component C in G(L), Λ(C) ⊆ B for some B ∈ π(T ).
Lemma 1 implies that if T is any tree consistent with R then the partition π(T ) can be obtained
by performing zero or more mergings of G(L)’s connected components. Thus, every tree consistent
with R can be recovered by trying all possible mergings of the connected components in G(L) at each
recursion level.‡
‡

This technique was actually used even earlier than [26]; the SUPERB algorithm in [11] outputs all binary trees consistent with R by
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We remark that Lemma 1 is very useful. For example, it can be employed to prove the nonuniqueness of solutions to MinRLC and MinILC (and hence, MinRS and MinIS). To illustrate,
consider the following instance: S = {T 1 , T 2 , T 3 } with T 1 = ((1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6), (7, 8), (9, 10), 11);,
T 2 = ((1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8), (9, 10), 11);, and T 3 = ((1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 10), (7, 8), 11);. The connected
T
components in G(L), where R = 3i=1 r(T i ), consist of {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, {7, 8}, {9, 10}, and {11}. By
Lemma 1, we only need to check a few possible candidate trees (corresponding to the different ways of
merging these connected components), and we find that each of T 1 , T 2 , and T 3 is an optimal solution
to MinILC since |r(T 1 )| = |r(T 2 )| = |r(T 3 )| = 93. Furthermore, each of T 2 and T 3 is an optimal solution
to MinRLC.
3. Exponential-Time Algorithms for MinRS and MinRLC
This section presents an exact O(2.733n )-time algorithm for MinRS. As a consequence, MinRLC
can be solved in O(kn3 + 2.733n ) time.
The main idea is to use Lemma 1 together with dynamic programming. For every L0 ⊆ L, let
opt(L0 ) be the number of internal nodes in an optimal solution to MinRS for R|L0 . Clearly, if |L0 | = 1
then opt(L0 ) = 0. To compute opt(L0 ) when |L0 | ≥ 2, observe that if T 0 is any optimal solution for R|L0
then T 0 consists of a root node whose children are the roots of the optimal solutions for R|P1 , R|P2 ,
. . ., R|Pt , where {P1 , P2 , . . . , Pt } is equal to π(T 0 ). The partition π(T 0 ) can be found by enumerating the
partitions of L0 and using dynamic programming to identify the best one; by Lemma 1, only partitions
corresponding to the different ways of merging connected components in the auxiliary graph G(L0 )
need to be considered.
The details are explained next. Suppose L0 ⊆ L is given. Let CL0 be the set of connected components in G(L0 ). For every subset D ⊆ CL0 , define Merge(D) as the set of all leaf labels belonging
S
to components in D, i.e., Merge(D) = Q∈D Λ(Q). Also define DP(D) for every D ⊆ CL0 to be the
P
minimum value of X∈Q opt(Merge(X)) taken over all possible true partitions Q of D, where we say
that a partition Q of a set X is a true partition of X if |X| ≥ 2 and Q , {X} (i.e., if |Q| > 1), or if
|X| = |Q| = 1. Then:
Lemma 2. For every L0 ⊆ L with |L0 | ≥ 2, it holds that opt(L0 ) = DP(CL0 ) + 1.
Proof. Let T 0 be any optimal tree for R|L0 . The children of the root of T 0 are the roots of the optimal
solutions for R|P1 , R|P2 , . . ., R|Pt , where each Pi equals Merge(D) for some D ⊆ CL0 because of
P
Lemma 1. By definition, DP(CL0 ) is the minimum value of X∈P opt(X) over all true partitions P of L0
such that each X ∈ P equals Merge(D) for some D ⊆ CL0 . Together with the common root node, this
gives opt(L0 ) = DP(CL0 ) + 1.

Lemma 3. For every D ⊆ CL0 with |D| ≥ 2, DP(D) =


min opt(Merge(X)) + min{DP(D \

∅,X(D

X), opt(Merge(D \ X))} .
P
Proof. DP(D) = min X∈Q opt(Merge(X)) : Q is a true partition of D =

min opt(Merge(X)) + min{DP(D \ X), opt(Merge(D \ X))} : X ∈ Q, Q is a true partition

of D = min opt(Merge(X)) + min{DP(D \ X), opt(Merge(D \ X))} : ∅ , X ( D .



considering all ways of merging the connected components of G(L) into exactly two connected components at each recursion level.
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Algorithm MinRS exact
Input: A consistent set R of rooted triplets over a leaf label set L.
Output: The number of internal nodes in a minimally resolved supertree consistent with R and
leaf-labeled by L.
1: For every x ∈ L, initialize opt({x}) := 0;
2: for i := 2 to n do
3:
for every cardinality-i subset L0 of L do
4:
Construct G(L0 ). Let C and U be the set of connected components and the set of singleton
components, respectively, in G(L0 );
5:
Let DP(∅) := 0. For every X ∈ C \ U, let DP({X}) := opt(Λ(X));
6:
for j := 2 to |C| − |U| do
7:
for every cardinality- j subset D of C \ U do
8:
DP(D) :=
S
S

min opt( Q∈X Λ(Q)) + min{DP(D \ X), opt( Q∈D\X Λ(Q))} ;
∅,X(D

9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

end for
end for
opt(L0 ) := DP(C \ U) + 1;
end for
end for
return opt(L);
Figure 2. Algorithm MinRS exact.

Lemmas 2 and 3 suggest the following strategy: Compute opt(L0 ) for all subsets L0 of L in order
of increasing cardinality by evaluating the formula in Lemma 2, while using dynamic programming
to compute and store the relevant DP-values. To do this, for each L0 , we first construct G(L0 ) in
polynomial time. We then enumerate all subsets D of CL0 in a loop having |CL0 | iterations in which
iteration j uses Lemma 3 to compute all DP(D)-values
|D| = j. Each application of Lemma 3
 where

∗ |D|
∗ P|CL0 | |CL0 | j
takes O (2 ) time, so this takes a total of O ( j=2 j 2 ) = O∗ ((2 + 1)|CL0 | ) = O∗ (3|CL0 | ) time for
each L0 by binomial expansion. To obtain opt(L), we iterate over all subsets L0 of L of cardinality
i = 2, 3, . . . , n; iteration i computes opt(L0 )for each L0 with |L0 | = i in O∗ (3|CL0 | ) time as just described.
P
The total running time becomes O∗ ( ni=2 ni 3i ) = O∗ ((3 + 1)n ) = O∗ (4n ).
To reduce the time complexity, we will reduce the number of applications of Lemma 3 in the main
loop that computes opt(L0 ) for any L0 ⊆ L. We rely on the following simple observation, which
essentially tells us that the singleton components of G(L0 ) can be ignored.
Lemma 4. Let U be the set of singleton components in G(L0 ). DP(CL0 ) = DP(CL0 \ U).
Proof. Consider any x ∈ U. By the construction of G(L0 ) and U, there are no rooted triplets of the
form xy|z for any y, z ∈ L0 in the set R|L0 . Hence, there exists a minimally resolved supertree consistent
with R|L0 in which x is attached directly to the root. The lemma follows.

The resulting algorithm, called MinRS exact, is summarized in figure 2.
√
Theorem 1. Algorithm MinRS exact solves MinRS in O∗ ((1 + 3)n ) time.
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Proof. First note that CL0 \ U contains no singleton components. Therefore, the number of connected
0
0
components in CL0 \ U is at most |L2 | , i.e., |CL0 | − |U| ≤ |L2 | . Now, when computing opt(L0 ) for any
subset L0 of L, the number of applications of the formula in Lemma 3 is reduced since there no are
subsets D of cardinality
larger than |CL0 | − |U|. More precisely,
time for each L0 is reduced to

√ the
∗ P|CL0 |−|U| |CL0 |−|U| j
∗
|CL0 |−|U|
∗ |CL0 |−|U|
∗
|L0 |
O ( j=2
2 ) = O ((2+1)
) = O (3
) = O ( 3 ). Finally, replacing O∗ (3|CL0 | ) by
j
√ 0
P  √
O∗ ( 3|L | ) in the analysis of computing opt(L) above gives a total time complexity of O∗ ( ni=2 ni 3i )
√

= O∗ (( 3 + 1)n ).
Remark 1: The algorithm as presented here returns opt(L). An optimal tree with this number of
internal nodes can be obtained by standard traceback techniques.
Remark 2: For each L0 ⊆ L, the algorithm needs to store the value of opt(L0 ) and there are Ω(2n ) such
subsets. Therefore, the space complexity of the algorithm is also exponential in n.
√
Corollary 1. MinRLC can be solved in O(kn3 + (1 + 3)n · poly(n)) time.
T
Proof. First construct R = ki=1 r(T i ) in O(kn3 ) time, e.g., by preprocessing each T i in O(n) time so
that any query of the form lca(x, y) in T i with x, y ∈ L can be answered in O(1) time [4] and then, for
every L0 ⊆ L with |L0 | = 3, doing 3k lca-queries to see if L0 induces the same rooted triplet in all of

the k trees. Next, run MinRS exact on R.
In Section 7, we shall refer to the algorithm in Corollary 1 as MinRLC exact.
4. Exponential-Time Algorithms for MinIS and MinILC
We now describe an O∗ (4n )-time algorithm for MinIS based on the technique from Section 3. Applying it to MinILC yields an O(kn3 + 4n · poly(n))-time algorithm for the latter.
Lemma 1 guarantees that every valid solution to MinIS can be discovered by trying all ways of
merging connected components in the auxiliary graphs G(L0 ). As in Section 3, we use dynamic programming to compute and store optimal values to subproblems but make the following modifications.
First of all, redefine opt so that opt(L0 ) for every L0 ⊆ L means the value of |r(T 0 )| for an optimal solution T 0 to MinIS for R|L0 . Secondly,
redefine DP(D) for every D ⊆ CL0 to mean the minimum value of

P
|Merge(X)|
0
· |L \ Merge(X)|), taken over all possible true partitions Q of D. With
X∈Q (opt(Merge(X))+
2
the new definitions of opt and DP, the analogues of Lemmas 2 and 3 become:
Lemma 5. For every L0 ⊆ L with |L0 | ≥ 2, it holds that opt(L0 ) = DP(CL0 ).
Proof. DP(CL0 ) counts the minimum number of rooted triplets in a tree consistent with R|L0 among all
partitions Q of CL0 . Hence, opt(L0 ) = DP(CL0 ).




Lemma 6. For every D ⊆ CL0 with |D| ≥ 2, DP(D) = min opt(Merge(X))+ |Merge(X)|
·|L0 \Merge(X)|
2
∅,X(D


+ min{DP(D \ X), opt(Merge(D \ X)) + |Merge(D\X)|
· |L0 \ Merge(D \ X)|} .
2


P
Proof. DP(D) = min X∈Q (opt(Merge(X))+ |Merge(X)|
·|L0 \Merge(X)|) : Q is a true partition of D =
2



min opt(Merge(X)) + |Merge(X)|
· |L0 \ Merge(X)| + min{DP(D \ X),
2
|Merge(D\X)|

opt(Merge(D \ X)) +
· |L0 \ Merge(D \ X)|} : X ∈ Q, Q is a true partition of D =
2
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|Merge(D\X)|

0
min opt(Merge(X)) + |Merge(X)|
·
|L
\
Merge(X)|
+
min{DP(D
\
X),
opt(Merge(D
\
X))
+
·
2
2
0
|L \ Merge(D \ X)|} : ∅ , X ( D .

The new algorithm, called MinIS exact, is obtained by modifying Algorithm MinRS exact as
follows:


• Change the last part of Step 5 so that it assigns DP({X}) := opt(Λ(X)) + |Λ(X)|
· |L0 \ Λ(X)|,
2
according to the new definition of DP.
• Change Step 8 so that it computes DP(D) using Lemma 6 instead of Lemma 3.
• Change Step 11 so that it assigns opt(L0 ) := DP(CL0 ), in accordance with Lemma 5.
• Change Step 4 so that it always sets U to ∅.
The reason why we force U = ∅ is that we do not have an analogue of Lemma 4 for MinIS
that
P  
would allow us to ignore the singleton components. The algorithm therefore spends O∗ ( |Cj=2L0 | |CLj 0 | 2 j )
= O∗ ((2 + 1)|CL0 | ) = O∗ (3|CL0 | ) time for each L0 , just like
 the slower version of Algorithm MinRS exact
P
in Section 3, and the total running time is O∗ ( ni=2 ni 3i ) = O∗ ((3 + 1)n ) = O∗ (4n ).
Theorem 2. Algorithm MinIS exact solves MinIS in O∗ (4n ) time.
Corollary 2. MinILC can be solved in O(kn3 + 4n · poly(n)) time.
Section 7 refers to the algorithm in Corollary 2 as MinILC exact.
5. NP-Hardness of MinRLC
Section 3 in [18] proved that MinRS is NP-hard. It follows from the proof in [18] that MinRS
remains NP-hard even if restricted to a particular special case which we now describe.
Suppose that L0 = {v1 , v2 , . . . , vq } is a set of elements. Define L00 = {v10 , v100 , v20 , v200 , . . . , vq0 , vq00 },
and for any integers i, j with 1 ≤ i < j ≤ q, define R(vi ,v j ) as the set of four rooted triplets {vi0 vi00 |v j0 ,
vi0 vi00 |v j00 , v j0 v j00 |vi0 , v j0 v j00 |vi00 } over L00 . For any set S , let S2 denote the set of all subsets of S of cardinality 2. According to Section 3 in [18], MinRS is NP-hard even
L if restricted to instances where R has
S
the form R = {vi ,v j }∈Z R(vi , v j ) for some set L0 and some Z ⊆ 20 .
Theorem 3. MinRLC is NP-hard.
Proof. We reduce from the above variant of MinRS. Let R be any given instance of the problem. Let P

be the set of pairs of indices that form
rooted triplets in R, i.e., P = {i, j} : vi0 vi00 |v j0 , vi0 vi00 |v j00 , v j0 v j00 |vi0 ,

v j0 v j00 |vi00 ∈ R , and let Q = {1,2,...,q}
\ P.
2
Define a tree T 0 = ((v10 , v100 ), (v20 , v200 ), . . . , (vq0 , vq00 )); and for every f = {x, y} ∈ Q, define
a tree T f by taking a copy of T 0 and merging the two subtrees (v x0 , v x00 ) and (vy0 , vy00 ) so that
T f = ((v x0 , v x00 , vy0 , vy00 ), (v10 , v100 ), (v20 , v200 ), . . . , (vn0 , vn00 ));. Let S = {T 0 } ∪ {T f : f ∈ Q}. Note
T
that R = Ti ∈S r(T i ). This is because for any {x, y} ∈ P, the four rooted triplets v x0 v x00 |vy0 , v x0 v x00 |vy00 ,
vy0 vy00 |v x0 , vy0 vy00 |v x00 appear in R as well as in r(T i ) for every T i ∈ S. On the other hand, for any {x, y} ∈ Q,
v x0 v x00 |vy0 , v x0 v x00 |vy00 , vy0 vy00 |v x0 , vy0 vy00 |v x00 do not appear in R or in r(T {x,y} ). Thus, there exists a tree T
T
with Ti ∈S r(T i ) ⊆ r(T ) having x internal nodes if and only if there exists a tree T 0 with R ⊆ r(T 0 )
having x internal nodes.
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T{1,2}:

T0 :
z
w1 w2

z
wn2 v1 v1’ v2 v2’

vn vn’

v’1 v’2
w1 w2

v3 v3’

vn vn’

wn2 v1 v2

Figure 3. The tree T ∅ defined in the reduction from Maximum Clique and a tree T {1,2} .
6. NP-Hardness of MinILC and MinIS
To prove the NP-hardness of MinILC, we give a polynomial-time reduction from the Maximum
Clique problem, which is NP-hard [13]. Maximum Clique takes as input an undirected graph G = (V, E)
and asks for a largest clique in G, where X ⊆ V is a clique in G if every two vertices belonging to X
are adjacent in G.
The reduction is as follows. Let n = |V| and write V = {1, 2, . . . , n}. Create a set L of leaf labels such that L = {vi , v0i : i ∈ V} ∪ {z, w1 , w2 , . . . , wn2 }. Let T ∅ be the tree (z, (w1 , w2 , . . . , wn2 ),
(v1 , v01 ), (v2 , v02 ), . . . , (vn , v0n )); with Λ(T ∅ ) = L. For any nonempty subset X = {i1 , i2 , . . . , i p } ⊆ V, define
T X as the tree with Λ(T X ) = L obtained by taking a copy of T ∅ , deleting the subtrees (vi , v0i ) for all
i ∈ X, and replacing the subtree (w1 , w2 , . . . , wn2 ) by ((w1 , w2 , . . . , wn2 , vi1 , vi2 , . . . , vi p ), v0i1 , v0i2 , . . . , v0i p ).
See figure 3 for an illustration. Finally, let S = {T ∅ } ∪ {T {i} : i ∈ V} ∪ {T {i, j} : {i, j} ∈ E}.
Section 6.1 first states some general properties satisfied by the trees defined above. Then, Section 6.2 establishes some specific properties satisfied by any local consensus tree of S. After that, we
will prove that for any X ⊆ V, X is a maximum clique in G if and only if T X is a local consensus tree
of S with the smallest possible number of rooted triplets, giving the main result of this section.
6.1. General Properties
The following additional notation is used. For any tree H, Child(H) is the set of children of the root
of H. For any u ∈ V(H), the subtree of H induced by u and all proper descendants of u is called the
subtree of H rooted at u and is denoted by H u . For any L0 ⊆ Λ(H), H|L0 is the tree obtained from H by
deleting all nodes with no descendants in L0 and their incident edges, and then contracting every edge
between a node having one child and its child. Finally, for every positive integer n, define a function
2
3
2
n4 + 4kn3 − 6k −3k−3
n2 + (4k2 − 4k − 1)n − 7k −7k
. We immediately have:
fn (k) = n5 − k−1
2
2
2
 u

P 
Lemma 7. For any tree H, |r(H)| =
|r(H u )| + |Λ(H2 )| · (|Λ(H)| − |Λ(H u )|) .
u∈Child(H)

Lemma 8. Let X be any subset of the given V. Write k = |X|. Then |r(T X )| = fn (k).
2 
2 
Proof. By Lemma 7, the number of rooted triplets consistent with T X is n 2+k · k + n +2k
· (2n − 2k +
2
2
1) + (n − k) · (n + 2n − 1). Expanding this expression yields the formula.

Corollary 3. For any fixed n ≥ 8, fn (k) is strictly decreasing as k increases.
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Proof. By Lemma 8, fn (k + 1) − fn (k) = − 21 n4 + 4n3 − 12k+3
n2 + 8kn − 72 (3k2 + k). Since n ≥ 8,
2
− 21 n4 + 4n3 ≤ 0 holds. Also, 12k+3
n > 8k for n ≥ 8 and − 27 (3k2 + k) ≤ 0. The corollary follows.

2
Lemma 9. Consider any u ∈ Child(H) in a tree H. Suppose that Λ(H u ) = α ∪ β for some α, β , ∅ with
α ∩ β = ∅. Let H 0 be the tree obtained from H by deleting H u and its parent edge and attaching the
then |r(H 0 )| < |r(H)|.
roots of H|α and H|β as children of the root of H. If |α| + |β| ≤ 2|Λ(H)|
3


Proof. Define m = |Λ(H)|. Lemma 7 gives |r(H)| − |r(H 0 )| = |r(H u )| + |α|+|β|
· (m − |α| − |β|) −
2
|α|
|β|
u
|r(H|α)| − 2 · (m − |α|) − |r(H|β)| − 2 · (m − |β|). Noting that |r(H )| ≥ |r(H|α)| + |r(H|β)|, we have
|β|

|α|

·(m − |β|) = |α|·|β|·(m + 1 − 32 ·(|α| + |β|)) ≥
·(m
−
|α|)
−
·(m
−
|α|
−
|β|)
−
|r(H)| − |r(H 0 )| ≥ |α|+|β|
2
2
2
|α|·|β|·(m + 1 − m) = |α|·|β| > 0.

6.2. Properties of a Local Consensus Tree of S
By the definition of S, we have the next lemma.
T
Lemma 10. The set Ti ∈S r(T i ) consists of the following rooted triplets:
• wi w j |z for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n2 and vi v0i |z for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n;
• wi w j |v0k for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n2 and 1 ≤ k ≤ n;
• vi v0i |v j , vi v0i |v0j , v j v0j |vi , and v j v0j |v0i for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n with {i, j} < E.
T
Let T be any local consensus tree of S, i.e., any tree T such that Λ(T ) = L and Ti ∈S r(T i ) ⊆ r(T ).
According to Lemma 10, r(T ) contains vi v0i |z for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, so the two leaves vi and v0i must belong
to the same subtree attached to the root of T for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Similarly, all leaves in {w1 , w2 , . . . , wn2 }
must belong to one subtree attached to the root of T . The core of T , denoted by γT , is the subtree of T
rooted at the node lca(w1 , w2 , . . . , wn2 ). The path from the root of T to the parent of γT is called the
core path of T . For any node u ∈ V(T ), if u is a child of the core path of T that does not belong to the
core path itself and u , lca(w1 , w2 , . . . , wn2 ), the subtree of T rooted at u is called a secondary subtree
of T . Note that the secondary subtrees of T are disjoint. Define CT = {i : vi ∈ Λ(γT )}.
Lemma 11. Let T be a local consensus tree of S. T has the following properties:
1. The core γT does not contain the leaf v0i for any 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
2. CT forms a clique in G.
3. For any i ∈ {1, 2, . . . n}, if CT ∪ {i} is not a clique in G then vi and v0i belong to the same secondary
subtree of T .
Proof.
1. Suppose v0i ∈ Λ(γT ). Let wa , wb be any two leaves such that lca({wa , wb }) = lca({w1 , w2 , . . . , wn2 }).
Then, wa wb |v0i < r(T ), contradicting Lemma 10.
2. Consider any i, j ∈ CT with i , j. By point 1., vi v j |v0i ∈ r(T ), so vi v0i |v j < r(T ). According to
Lemma 10, {i, j} < E does not hold, which means that {i, j} ∈ E.
3. Since CT ∪ {i} is not a clique, there exists some j ∈ CT where {i, j} < E. By Lemma 10, vi v0i |v j ∈
r(T ). Thus, vi and v0i are in the same subtree attached to the core path.
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T 1:

T:
z

P
ρ1

ρ1 ρ2 ρ3 ρ4 ρ5

ρe

ρ2 ρ3 ρ4
ρ5
z
ρe

Figure 4. Illustrating the first part of the proof of Lemma 12. Any local consensus tree T
of S can be transformed into a tree of the form shown in T 1 without losing any of the rooted
triplets specified in Lemma 10. P is the path in T from the root to the leaf z, to which the
subtrees ρ1 , ρ2 , . . . , ρe are attached. For each i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, the two leaves vi and v0i belong
to the same ρ j -subtree by Lemma 10. Also, all leaves in {w1 , w2 , . . . , wn2 } are in a single
ρ j -subtree.
Observe that Lemma 11.1 implies Λ(γT ) = {w1 , w2 , . . . , wn2 } ∪ {v p | p ∈ CT }. Moreover, by
Lemma 11.3, for any i ∈ {1, 2, . . . n}, if vi and v0i belong to subtrees attached to different nodes on
the core path then CT ∪ {i} is a clique in G.
Lemma 12. Let n ≥ 10 and let T be a local consensus tree of S. T can be transformed into a local
consensus tree of S of the form T X for some X ⊆ V where X is a clique in G and |r(T X )| ≤ |r(T )|.
Proof. We describe a sequence of transformations that can be applied to T without increasing the
number of rooted triplets consistent with it. After each transformation, the resulting tree still contains
all of the rooted triplets listed in Lemma 10, so it is still a local consensus tree of S.
First, consider the leaf z in T . Let P be the path from the root of T to z, and let ρ1 , ρ2 , . . . , ρe (where
possibly e = 0) be the subtrees of T attached to P whose roots do not belong to P themselves. Let T 1
be the tree formed by removing P and attaching z and the roots of ρ1 , ρ2 , . . . , ρe as children of the root.
See figure 4. Then |r(T 1 )| ≤ |r(T )|, and T 1 has the property that z is a child of the root of T 1 .
Secondly, transform T 1 to T 2 by contracting the core γT 1 , i.e., by replacing γT 1 by a single node to
which all leaves in Λ(γT 1 ) are directly attached. See figure 5. Clearly, |r(T 2 )| ≤ |r(T 1 )|.
Thirdly, suppose that for some s ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, it holds that s < CT 2 while CT 2 ∪ {s} is a clique in G.
Let T 3 be the tree formed by removing the leaf v s from its location in T 2 and attaching it to the root
of γT 2 , and moving the leaf v0s so that it becomes a sibling of the root of γT 2 . (If, as a result, any node
has only one child left then contract its outgoing edge.) See figure 6. There are two types of rooted
triplets involving v s : (i) xv s |y and (ii) xy|v s . For (i), T 3 has at most (n2 + n − 1) · 2n more rooted triplets
than T 2 of this form because there are at most
n2 + n − 1 choices of x by Lemma 11.1 and at most

2
2n choices of y. For (ii), there are at least n2 rooted triplets in T 2 but not in T 3 , corresponding to pairs
 
of the form (wi , w j ), and at most 2n
such rooted triplets in T 3 that are not present in T 2 . Similarly,
2
3
there are two types of rooted triplets involving v0s : (iii) xv0s |y and (iv) xy|v0s . As
 above, T has at most
2n
2
2
(n + n − 1) · 2n more rooted triplets than T of the form (iii) and at most 2 more rooted triplets of
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T 1:

T 2:

vp

w4

w1 w2

w1 w2 w3 w4

wn2 vp vq vr

vr w3
vq wn2
γ

T1

Figure 5. Transforming T 1 to T 2 .

T 3:

T 2:

vs vs’
vs’
w1 w2

wn2 vp vq vr

w1 w2

wn2 vp vq vr vs

γ

T2

Figure 6. Transforming T 2 to T 3 .
form (iv).
Hence, by transforming T 2 to T 3 , the number of rooted triplets is reduced by at least
the


2
n
− 2 · 2n2 − 2 · (n2 + n − 1) · (2n), which is larger than 0 when n ≥ 10. We repeat this step until T 3
2
has no leaf v s such that s < CT 3 and CT 3 ∪ {s} is a clique. This gives |r(T 3 )| ≤ |r(T 2 )|.
Next, transform T 3 to a tree T 4 in which every secondary subtree contains at most two leaves and,
furthermore, the leaves in any secondary subtree with precisely two leaves are of the form {vq , v0q }
where CT 4 ∪ {q} is not a clique in G. To do this, consider any secondary subtree σ of T 3 . By the
definition of T 3 in the previous paragraph, CT 3 ∪ {q} is not a clique in G for any vq ∈ Λ(σ). Recall
from Lemma 11.3 that any two leaves of the form vq and v0q must belong to the same secondary subtree.
While |Λ(σ)| > 2, extract any pair of leaves {vq , v0q } from σ and create a new secondary subtree with
the leaves {vq , v0q } attached to the core path as a sibling of σ. (As above, if any node has only one child
left after these operations then contract its outgoing edge.) See figure 7. Every secondary subtree σ
2
satisfies |Λ(σ)| ≤ 2n ≤ 2n3 ≤ 2|Λ(H)|
, where H is the subtree rooted at the parent of the root of σ, so we
3
4
3
get |r(T )| ≤ |r(T )| by Lemma 9.
Lastly, transform T 4 to a tree T 5 whose core path consists of a single edge (u0 , u1 ), where u0 is the
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Figure 7. Transforming T 3 to T 4 .
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4
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γ
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vp vp’ vq vq’

Figure 8. Transforming T 4 to T 5 .
root of T 5 , as follows. Attach every secondary subtree of T 4 having two leaves as a child of u0 , and
attach every secondary subtree of T 4 having one leaf as a child of u1 . Attach z as a child of u0 and
the core γT 4 as a child of u1 . See figure 8. Note that this will not destroy any of the rooted triplets in
Lemma 10 and that |r(T 5 )| ≤ |r(T 4 )|.
By the definition of T X , T 5 is equal to T X if we select X = CT 5 . Finally, CT 5 is a clique in G by
Lemma 11.2.

Lemma 13. Let n ≥ 10. X ⊆ V is a maximum clique in G if and only if T X is a local consensus tree
of S that minimizes the number of rooted triplets.
Proof. (→) For the purpose of obtaining a contradiction, suppose there exists a local consensus tree T 0
of S with |r(T 0 )| < |r(T X )|. Apply Lemma 12 to T 0 to get a tree T Q that is also a local consensus tree
of S with |r(T Q )| ≤ |r(T 0 )| and where Q is a clique in G. Then |Q| > |X| by Lemma 8 and Corollary 3,
which is impossible.
(←) Suppose X 0 is a larger clique in G than X. Lemma 8 and Corollary 3 imply |r(T X0 )| < |r(T X )|,
contradicting that T X is a local consensus tree of S minimizing the number of rooted triplets.

Now, assuming without loss of generality that n ≥ 10 in the reduction from Maximum Clique above,
Lemma 13 gives:
Theorem 4. MinILC is NP-hard.
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Finally, by the reduction from MinILC to MinIS mentioned in Section 1.1:
Corollary 4. MinIS is NP-hard.
7. Implementations
We have implemented the algorithms from Sections 3 and 4 above in C++. The source code can be
downloaded from:
https://github.com/Mesh89/FACT2
(This package also contains an algorithm for computing another type of consensus tree called the
frequency difference consensus tree, described in detail in [20].) Subsets, as well as components,
were represented as bitsets and implemented as unsigned 32-bit integers. This means that the current
implementation can deal with up to 32 leaves; it can be extended by using 64-bit integers or a proper
bitset, in which case the memory usage will increase accordingly.
Since the computational complexity of the new algorithms is exponential, we do not expect them
to be efficient for large inputs. Nevertheless, it would be useful to know how far they can be pushed.
We therefore conducted several experiments to test their running times and memory usage for various
inputs. Sections 7.1 and 7.2 below describe the experiments and the results, respectively. In short, the
algorithms can be considered “practical” for n ≤ 16.
7.1. Experimental Setup
The experiments were done on a computer equipped with an Intel i7-2600 processor (3.4 GHz) and
8 Gb of memory, running Ubuntu 16.04. The source code was compiled using g++, version 5.4.0.
Running times were measured using the time command, and the memory usage was measured using
Valgrind [24] and its heap profiling tool Massif.
To generate simulated inputs, we used two different approaches:
• Approach 1 aimed at generating a set of unrelated trees. For each specified value of (k, n), we
repeated the following procedure k times to obtain a set of k non-binary trees with leaf label set
{1, 2, . . . , n}: First, generate a binary tree in the uniform model.§ Then, for each internal node,
contract it with probability 0.2.
• Approach 2 aimed at generating a set of related trees. For each specified value of (k, n), we first
generated a single master tree T 0 using the method described in Approach 1. We then created a
set of k non-binary trees by doing the following k times: Take a copy of T 0 and for each nonroot node v, with probability 0.1 move the subtree rooted at v by selecting a node u uniformly at
random that is not a descendant of v and letting v become a child of u instead (nodes that end up
with a single child are contracted to preserve the property that every internal node has at least two
children).
§
The uniform model [23] starts with a tree consisting of a single leaf labeled by 1, and then for i from 2 to n, inserts a leaf labeled
by i by selecting an existing edge f in the tree uniformly at random (here, the root is regarded to be attached to an imaginary parent node
via an edge that belongs to the tree as well), breaking f into two edges by inserting a new internal node x into f , and creating an edge
from x to a leaf labeled by i.
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(a) Running time, unrelated trees, k = 8.

(b) Memory usage, unrelated trees, k = 8.

(c) Running time, unrelated trees, n = 16.

(d) Memory usage, unrelated trees, n = 16.

Figure 9. Plots of the average running times of MinRLC exact and MinILC exact in seconds (left) and their memory usage (right) as a function of increasing n (with fixed k = 8)
and increasing k (with fixed n = 16) on unrelated trees.

In the experiments, for various values of (k, n), we generated 50 independent inputs at random
following Approach 1, and measured the average running times of Algorithms MinRLC exact
and MinILC exact for these inputs. The average memory usage was also measured, but taken over
20 runs only because of the slowdown caused by Valgrind. The experiments were repeated for inputs
generated according to Approach 2.
To test the algorithms on real datasets, we also downloaded a set of trees from the 10kTrees website [3], Primates, for varying k and n. In order to obtain trees with a specified value of n, we manually
selected n species from the Colobinae subcategory. The 10kTrees website produces a number of trees
between 10 and 10, 000 so we tested the algorithms on a more limited range of values of k here (i.e.,
k ≤ 10, 000). To obtain instances with k = 8, we generated 10 trees and subsequently removed two of
them selected at random.
The results are reported in the next subsection.
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(a) Running time, related trees, k = 8.

(b) Memory usage, related trees, k = 8.

(c) Running time, related trees, n = 16.

(d) Memory usage, related trees, n = 16.

Figure 10. Plots of the average running times of MinRLC exact and MinILC exact in
seconds (left) and their memory usage (right) as a function of increasing n (with fixed k = 8)
and increasing k (with fixed n = 16) on related trees.
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(a) 10kTrees website trees, k = 8.

(b) 10kTrees website trees, n = 16.

Figure 11. Plots of the average running times of MinRLC exact and MinILC exact in
seconds as a function of increasing n (with fixed k = 8) and increasing k (with fixed n = 16).
7.2. Experimental Results
The plots in figures 9 and 10 show how the average running times (in seconds) and the average
memory usage (in Mb) of Algorithms MinRLC exact and MinILC exact increase for fixed k and increasing n, and for fixed n and increasing k. In figure 9, inputs were generated according to Approach 1
(“unrelated trees”), while in figure 10, they were generated according to Approach 2 (“related trees”).
T
As a fixed value of k, we selected k = 8 because using a larger number of trees resulted in ki=1 r(T i )
being almost empty most of the time, leading to a trivial scenario. As a fixed value of n, we selected
n = 16 because it fell safely within the practical limit of our algorithms yet it was large enough to yield
informative results. In general, MinRLC exact is more efficient than MinILC exact.
The behavior of MinRLC exact is as one might expect. Its average running time is essentially
independent of k, with a slight increase when k gets huge due to the added cost of parsing the input.
Its average memory usage also appears to be linear in the size of the input. On the other hand, as n
increases, the average running time follows a typical exponential-growth pattern.
The performance of MinILC exact is more curious and worthy of some additional comments.
Firstly, figures 9 (a), (b) and figures 10 (a), (b) show that its running time becomes an issue earlier than
its memory usage does. (In fact, in figures 9 (b) and 10 (b), we had to end the experiments at n = 16
because n = 18 required hours to finish a single run.) Secondly, observe MinILC exacts’s behavior
in figure 9 (c) and figure 10 (c). In both cases, the average running time increases rapidly as more trees
are added and stabilizes after a certain value. However, the average running time grows much faster
for unrelated trees than related trees. In contrast, MinRLC exact seems to do better on unrelated trees
than related trees; compare, e.g., figure 9 (a) to figure 10 (a). Our hypothesis is that this is due to the
different impact that the singleton components have on the two algorithms: MinRLC exact is allowed
to ignore singleton components but MinILC exact cannot. When there are few shared rooted triplets,
most components in the auxiliary graph will be singleton components, meaning that MinRLC exact
will perform very well while MinILC exact will perform poorly as it has to consider a larger number
of connected components. In other words, MinRLC exact prefers inputs consisting of dissimilar trees
whereas MinILC exact prefers inputs where the trees are similar. This hypothesis is reinforced by
the results for the trees from the 10kTrees website; these trees are expected to be very similar as they
are highly correlated [3]. Figure 11 shows that in this case, the running times of MinILC exact and
MinRLC exact are roughly the same.
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n
6
2 1.00
4 1.00
k
8 1.00
16 1.00

8
1.00
1.00
0.98
1.00

10
1.00
0.98
0.92
0.98

12
0.96
0.96
0.94
0.90

14
0.94
0.90
0.92
0.74

16
0.96
0.94
0.68
0.92

18
0.92
0.86
0.58
0.68

20
0.94
0.74
0.56
0.30

22
0.84
0.72
0.52
0.46

24
0.80
0.68
0.32
0.30

Table 2. The suboptimality of the BUILD-based local consensus tree as a solution to MinRLC. For different values of k (rows) and n (columns), the table shows the number of times
that the BUILD-based local consensus tree was an optimal solution to MinRLC divided by
the number of cases tested.
8. An Experimental Investigation of the Non-Minimality of BUILD
In this section, we use the implementations from Section 7 to experimentally investigate whether
T
applying the BUILD algorithm [2] to the set ki=1 r(T i ), i.e., computing Bryant’s BUILD-based local
consensus tree [8], yields close approximations to MinRLC and MinILC in practice. This would be
significant because it would provide a good polynomial-time heuristic for MinRLC and MinILC, which
are NP-hard according to Theorems 3 and 4.
We generated sets of “related trees” of various sizes using Approach 2 in Section 7.1, and for each
such input set, we extracted the shared rooted triplets and fed them to BUILD. We then counted the
number of internal nodes and rooted triplets in BUILD’s output as well as in the optimal solutions to
MinRLC and MinILC, obtained by running our algorithms MinRLC exact and MinILC exact.
Tables 2 and 3 report the fraction of times that the solution reported by BUILD was optimal for
MinRLC and MinILC, respectively, over 50 runs. Unfortunately, even for small values of n, BUILD
often returns a non-optimal solution. For example, when k = 4 and n = 12, the BUILD-based solution
was suboptimal compared to MinILC in more than half of the cases. Next, Tables 4 and 5 show how
wrong BUILD usually is, which may be more relevant. On the positive side, our experiments indicate
that the ratio between the number of internal nodes or the number of rooted triplets in the BUILD-based
local consensus tree and in an optimal solution is fairly close to 1 on average; in the example above
with k = 4 and n = 12, the BUILD-based solution was only 8% worse than the optimal solution to
MinILC on average. However, the errors seem to increase with n and it may be the case that BUILD
becomes less and less optimal as n grows larger, thus motivating the need for either faster optimal
algorithms or better polynomial-time heuristics.
9. Concluding Remarks
The main open problem is to obtain faster exponential-time algorithms than the ones presented here.
In particular, can MinRS be solved in O∗ (2n ) time?
According to the experiments in Section 7, the implemented algorithms have different bottlenecks.
For MinRLC, the memory usage of our algorithm becomes problematic before the running time does,
hence requiring a more memory-efficient solution, but for MinILC, developing a faster solution is more
critical.
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n
6
2 0.94
4 0.88
k
8 0.94
16 1.00

8
0.88
0.78
0.78
0.96

10
0.74
0.72
0.78
0.74

12
0.72
0.46
0.72
0.72

14
0.50
0.34
0.56
0.78

16
0.62
0.32
0.58
0.56

Table 3. The fraction of times that the BUILD-based local consensus tree was an optimal
solution to MinILC, analogous to Table 2.
n
6
8
2 1.00 1.00
4 1.00 1.00
k
8 1.00 1.01
16 1.00 1 .00

10
1.00
1.00
1.02
1.01

12
1.01
1.01
1.03
1.03

14
1.01
1.02
1.02
1.08

16
1.00
1.01
1.07
1.03

18
1.01
1.02
1.09
1.15

20
1.00
1.03
1.10
1.24

22
1.01
1.03
1.10
1.19

24
1.01
1.03
1.16
1.32

Table 4. The average ratio between the number of internal nodes in the BUILD-based local
consensus tree and in an optimal solution to MinRLC.
n
6
2 1.00
4 1.01
k
8 1.01
16 1.00

8
1.01
1.02
1.04
1.01

10
1.02
1.04
1.03
1.08

12
1.01
1.08
1.07
1.10

14
1.04
1.08
1.09
1.10

16
1.02
1.10
1.13
1.22

Table 5. The average ratio between the number of rooted triplets in the BUILD-based local
consensus tree and in an optimal solution to MinILC, analogous to Table 4.

Another task is to extend the algorithms in this article to unrooted phylogenetic trees. This would be
interesting because many existing methods for inferring phylogenetic trees produce unrooted trees [12].
The unrooted case appears to be much harder than the rooted case, as the basic problem of determining
the consistency of an input set of rooted triplets is solvable in polynomial time (see Section 1.2), while
the corresponding problem for unrooted quartets (unrooted, distinctly leaf-labeled trees with exactly
four leaves each and in which every internal node has at least three neighbors) is already NP-hard [29].
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